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1. Introductory remarks. 
The study of the properties of the turbulent flow of a fluid through 

a cylindrical tube or between parallel walls forms one of the most 
interesting problems of hydrodynamics. The opinion has been expressed 
by various authors that th is problem has to be attacked by the use of 
statistical methods. 1) When compared with the classical problem of the 
kinetic theory of gases. however. the hydrodynamical case presents the 
difficulty that the system is not a conservative one : energy is continually 
being dissipated in consequence of the viscosity of the fluid. so that 
work has to be supplied from without in order that the mean flow may 
present a stationary character. A second difficulty is that it is not imme~ 
diately c1ear what elementary processes or types of motion can be used 
as "objects" to be counted in order to arrive at a definition of the 
probability of a given type of flow. 

In this paper an attempt is made to investigate somewhat more 
c10sely a way which perhaps might be followed in attacking this problem. 
In order to overcome the second difficulty we have restricted ourselves 
to the consideration of the two~dimensional case. so that the stream 
function 1Jl could be used as a basis for the description of the motion. 
Before starting with the formation of the equations. however. some 
general considerations shall be put forward. which resume what may be 
accepted about the character of turbulent flow. and partly go back to 
conclusions. stated al ready in 1895 by REYNOLDS. 2) They will bring us 
at the same time to some remarks about the first mentioned difficulty. 

We remember that in studying the turbulent motion of a fluid in a 
tube or between parallel walls. it is customary to decompose the real 
motion in the so called mean flow. and the continually fluctuating relative 
motion. In the most important case. to which we shall restrict ourselves. 

1) Comp. f. i. TH. VON KARMAN. Zeitschr. f. ang. Math. u. Mech.I . p. 250. 1921; 
Proc. Ist. Intern. Congress for Appl. Mech .. Delft. 1924. p. 105; R. VON MISES. Zeitschr. 
f. ang. Math. u. Mech. 1. p. 428. 1921; also a paper by the present writer in these 
Proc. 26. p. 582. 1923. 

2) O . REYNOLDS. Scientific Papers 11. p. 535. 
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the mean flow is independent of the time. It appears from the equations 
deduced by REYNOLDS and by LORENTZ that the mean flow is influenced 
by the relative motion. as in the equations governing the former occur 
the mean values of the squares and the products of the velocity com~ 
ponents of the relative motion. I) The principal object of the theory of 
turbulent flow is the calculation of these mean values. which in the case 
considered of a stationary mean motion. are independent of the time. 

It is not impossible that the relative motion may be resolved into a 
"spectrum" of more or less regular periodical motions. "principal vibrations". 
the amplitudes and phases of which are continually changing. Each of 
these vibrations might perhaps be characterized by a certain dimension. 
a kind of "wave~length". the diameter of vortices belonging to it. or 
some suchlike quantity. and the spectrum might consist of vibrations of 
all kinds of wave~lengths. from great ones to small ones. The maximum 
wave~length will depend on the diameter of the tube. or the distance 
of the walls; on the other hand the minimum wave~length will be 
determined by the circumstance that vibrations of too small wave~length 
are damped out too fast by the internal friction of the fluid. It is to 
be expected that the ratio of the smallest wave~length to the diameter 
of the tube or the channel will be a function of REYNOLDS' characteristic 
number for the flow (product of mean velocity and diameter of tube or 
distance of walls. divided by the kinematical viscosity). and will be 
smaller. as th is number becomes greater. On the other hand. wh en the 
REYNOLDS' number is so low. that the "smallest" wave~length should 
become greater than the maximum wave~length. relative motion is not 
possible at all. and the flow becomes regular or. as it is called.laminar. 

In special cases, for instance when the walls of the tube or of the 
channel present rugosities of a definite period. it might be expected th at 
certai~ vibrations in the spectrum will be much more prominent than 
the others. However. in the case of smooth walls. to which we shall 
adhere in the following lines. the mean amplitude probably will change 
rather gradually over the whole spectrum. and will depend on the 
REYNOLDS' number R only. in some analogous way as the energy dis
tribution of black radiation depends on the absolute temperature. 

It is of some use to introduce a "mean wave~length" À-m of the relative 
motion. The ratio À-m /1. wh ere I is the cross dlmension of the flow. will 
be a function of R. decreasing indefinitely as R increases. The quotient 
À-m / V. V being the mean velocity of the fluid. may be taken as a 
measure for the "mean period" of the relative motion. 

Returning now to the question of the dissipation of energy in the 
relative motion. we may point out that the amount of energy dissipated 
in the time À-m / V is very small compared to the amount of energy 
present in this motion; the ratio of these amounts probably decreases 

I) O . REYNOLDS, l.c. ; H. A. LORENTZ. Abhandl. über theoret . Physik. I. p. H. 
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again indefinitely as R increases. Hence th ere is some probability that 
in a first approximation we may treat the relative motion as if it was 
the motion of an ideal fluid and constituted a conservative system. and 
so the application of statistical mechanics to it might not be wholly 
unjustified. However. in the place of 'a given value of the total energy 
(which condition otherwise is of prime importance in statistical mechanics). 
we shall have to take the so~called dissipatian~canditian. which expresses 
that the relative motion obtains every second just as much energy from 
the mean motion. as it looses in the same time in consequence of the friction. 

2. Descriptian af the field af flaw; the prabability hypathesis. 
We consider the two-dimensional flow which presents itself between 

two walls. placed at the di stance I of each other. when one of them 
has a translational motion in its own plane with the velocity V with 
respect to the other. The REYNOLDS' number for the flow is: R = e Vlf ft 
(e: density. ft: ordinary viscosity); the frictional force on the walls will 
be called S. We use nondimensional variables by dividing all lengths 
by I. all velocities by V. etc.; moreover we put C = Sfe V2. Denoting 
then the velocity of the mean flow by U (which is a function of y. 
increasing from 0 for y = 0 to 1 for y = I). the instantaneous values of 
the velocity components of the relative motion by u. v. and using a bar 
to indicate mean values. we bave as the equation for the mean motion : I) 

IdU -
- - =C+uv 
Rdy 

The dissipation condition has the form: 

[J - dU 11J -- •• dxdy uv dy = R dxdy /;2 

(I) 

(2) 

Here /; is the vorticity of the relative motion. The integration with 
respect to y has to be extended from y = 0 to Y = 1 ; that with respect 
to x over a length L. great compared with the distance of the walls. 2) 

In order to abbreviate our formulae. we shall write: 

- uv = t. - uv = t. /;2 = Z. /;2 = -z (3) 

I) Compare O . REYNOLDS and H . A. LORENTZ. l.I.e.c .. and also J. M. BURGERS. these 
Proc. 26. p. 585. 1923. 

2) For some considerations it may he convenient to suppose the channel to be c10sed 
in itself (imagine ti, the space between two concentric cylinders. one of which is rotating 
with respect to the other) . Then L is the total leng th of the channel. In order to avoid 
difficulties which might arise from the action of centrifugal forces. we have to assume 
th at the radius of curvature of the walls of the channel is very large compared to the 
cross secUon of the latter . 
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The quantity t appears to be a function of y. It is everywhere posi
tive and is zero at the walls; in the greater part of the field its value 
differs very little from the constant C. By integration of (1) we get: 

I 

C =.f dy t + R-I . (4) 

o 

which formula also may be written: 

Xo+L I 

C=:~J dX.f dy t + R-I . (4") 

Xn 0 

From the results of experimental researches on turbulent motion we can 
deduce that C is great compared with R-I. 

By eliminating dU/dy and Cfrom (1). (2) and (4") we get an equation 
in which only the components of the relative motion occur. and which 
will give us the form of the dissipation condition. to be used subsequently: I) 

F ffdXdy (t)2-~(ffdXdytJ-kffdXdyt+ 

+ ~2JfdXdyz=O (5) 

We introduce the stream function 11' for the relative motion ; with it 
u. v., are connected by the formulae: 

(6) 

Now in order to come to a statistical treatment of our problem. we 
first begin by reducing the field of the continuous variables x. y to a 
discontinuous field. We introduce a quadratic point lattice. with spacing 
E. about which we suppose for the present that it is very small even 
compared to the "minimum wave-leng th " of the relative motion. The 
points will be distinguished by the indices k l (for columns. parallel to 
the y-axis) and k2 (for rows. parallel to the x-axis); to simplify the 
formulae we combine these indices into the complex number k=k! + ik2 • 

Thus for instance. k + i denotes the point just above the point k. k-l 
the point just to the left. and so on. The total number of points. contained 
within the leng th L. will be denoted by N .. 

We now consider only the N va lues tpk which the function 11' takes 

I) Comp. 1. M. BURGERS. I.c .• equation (H). 
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at a given instant in the points of the lattice. In connection with th is 
the formulae (6) will be replaced by the foUowing ones: 

Uk = L (V'Hi - V'k-i). Uk = - 21t; (V'HI - V'k-I) ~ (7) 

Ck = ~ (4 V'k - V'HI - V'Hi - 1pk-1 - 1pk-i) ~ 
Then we introduce an N~dimensional space with coordinates ~I ••• ~N 

and consider the point ~I = 1p1 . ;2 = 1p2 ... . ;N= 1pN. This point gives 
us a representation of the state of the relative motion at the instant 
choosen. When in course of time the relative motion changes. the point 
will move through the ;~space. We may imagine the various states of 
the relative motion at a series of instants with equal intervals of time 
between them to be represented simultaneously by a number of points. 
say M. in the ;~space. These points will be crowded in those parts of 
the ~~space. which represent states of the field occurring rather of ten. 
whereas their density will be less at parts. representing fields of less 
frequent occurrence. It is c1ear that when M is sufficiently great. mean 
values with respect to time of quantities depending on the 1p's of the 
relative motion. can equaUy weU be calculated by using the points 
distributed over the ;~space. 

In order to formulate this more c1early. we divide the ~~space into 
N~dimensional ceUs of volume dQ. the dimensions of which are smaU 
with respect to the values of ~ or lp th at have to be taken account of. 
but which at the other hand still each contain many points (this can be 
obtained by increasing M sufficiently). The numbers of points in those 
ceUs wiU be denoted by nl • n2 • nJ •. . . ; we put: 

n=vM=fMdQ . (8) 

so that: 

(9) 

(we may. according to circumstances. write either a summation or an 
integration). When now X is a function of the 1pk (or ;k). the mean 
value of X can be found from : 

(10) 

We now presurne that the distribution of the points over the ceUs. 
i.e. the quantities v or the function {. may be calculated as a most 
probable distribution. when account is taken only of some general con~ 
ditions. viz. th at u and U are zero at the waUs. and that equation (5) 
is satisfied. 

The conditions u = u = 0 at the walls become. when expressed by 
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means of the stream function : "P = a"P/ay = 0 (that "P has to take the 
same constant value at both wal!s is necessary in order that the relative 
motion shal! present no mean flow). We shal! translate these conditions 
by assuming that "P has the value zero both at the wal! and in the first 
row of points which extends along the wall ; in the ~-space this amounts to 
saying that a certain number of coordinates permanently has the value zero. 

The dissipation condition can be translated as follows: from (7) we 
get. expressing the "P's by the fs: 

(1 Jb) 

then from (10): 

(12) 

where I is written to denote the summation over all elements of the ~-space. 
ç 

Substitution of these va lues into (5) gives us: 

E
2 1 1 

Cl F _ I (I v tic) 2 - -L (I I v tle)2 - R I I V tic + R2 I I v Zie = O. (13) 
Ic{ Ic{ Ic; Ic{ 

The summation I has to be extended over all points of the field 
Ic 

between y = 0 and y = 1. x= Xo and x= Xo + L. 
lt is clear that this equation represents arelation between the v·s. 
Final!y. to obtain an expression for the statistical probability of a 

distribution of points over the ~-space. we follow the lines. accepted in 
the kinetic theory of gases. and remark that th ere may be effected MI 
permutations within the set of M points. all corresponding to one set 
("ensemble") of fields of flow for the relative motion. When we do not 
count those permutations. in which only points belonging to one and 
the same cell change place (which would mean the permutation of fields 
of flow. differing only in a very slight degree). then there remain: 

(14) 

permutations. in which points belonging to different cells are substituted 
for each other. 

This formula remains indefinite as long as nothing has been said on 
the magnitude of the cells; therefore ' we shall assume that all cells have 
the same volume w . 

The quantity W thus obtained will be accepted as representing the 
statistical probability of the "ensemble" of fields of flow considered. and 
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we can now put forward the hypothesis that an appropriate "ensemble". 
or in other words an appropriate set of points in the ~-space. enabling 
us to calculate mean values by the aid of formula (10). will be obtained 
by taking the set. which. satisfying (13) and the condition that certain 
coordinates are permanently zero. makes W a maximum. 

Before starting with the determination of this "most probable" set. 
the following remark must be made. When we consider the M fields of 
flow of the relative motion. which are represented by the M points in 
the ~-space . then we must keep in mind th at in reality each of these 
fields changes in course of time. As has been mentioned already we may 
imagine these changes to be pictured by a motion of the M points. 
Now in the case considered in the kinetic theory of gases great weight 
is attached to the circumstance that the representative points move in 
such a way that the density (per unit volume) of any cluster of points 
remains constant. This is known as LIOUVILLE's theorem. and is deduced 
from the canonical equations of motion. 1) It forms the basis for making 
the volume of all cells equa!. as th en a group of points. filling one cel!. 
and hence representing fields of flow to be considered as indistinguishable 
from each other. always retains this property. 

Now the question might be put forward if our set of points possesses 
the same property. At first sight this seems wholly improbable. as we 
have to do with a system that is essentially dissipative. and it is known 
that for a dissipative system. when left to itself. the property does not 
hold. 2) In the case of the turbulent flow. however. the state of things 
in some respects is a different one. as the dissipation of energy in the 
relative motion is balanced by the transference of energy to it from the 
mean motion. As the mechanism of this transference of energy is rather 
intricate. we may view the problem from another side by directing our 
attention to the rea I motion of the fluid. without introducing the distinction 
between mean flow and relative motion. If the stream function of the 
rea I motion is denoted by '1'. we have the relations (t denoting for a 
moment the time) : 

y 

'1'= "1' + JUdY. (15) 

o 

and we may imagine the values of '1' to be represented in the ~-space. 
instead of those of V' (the boundary conditions now change as '1' is not 
zero for y = 1). When at the same time we consider a closed channel 
between two concentric cylinders of very great radius. in the way as 
has been indicated in footnote 2). p. 416. we have to do with a finite 
system. and now there is a balance bet ween the energy dissipated in it 

1) Comp. f.i. J. H . JEANS. The dynamical theory of gases (Cambridge 1916), p. 73. 
2) J. H. JEANS, l.c. p . 72. 
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and the work C L do ne in unit time by tae forces that keep the walls 
in motion relatively to each other. 

There seem 10 be very few researches relating to the statistics of 
dissipative systems. kept in motion by the action of external forces. 
Mention may be made of an investigation by TREFFTZ on the behaviour 
of a dissipative system acted up on by a periodic force. in which case it 
can be proved that every stabie motion of the system asymptotically 
becomes periodic with the same period as that of the force . I) Hence if 
in this case' the states of an "ensemble" of such systems again are 
represented by a set of points. moving in some generalised space. they 
will not ultimately converge into some special points of this space. as 
it is the case with a dissipative system left to itself. 

In the case of the turbulent motion of a fluid it seems allowable 
to suppose that the series of fields. evolving in course of time from any 
one. arbitrarily choosen as a starting point (perhaps with the exception 
of a multiplicity of less than N dimensions of singular points). will show 
the normal character of turbulent motion. assumed of course - as we 
tacitly have done in all considerations of this paper -. that the REYNOLDS' 
number of the flow lies sufficiently above its critical value. Hence the 
paths of the representative points in the ;-space will not condense into 
special points. but will show some kind of cyclic character. 

I have not been able to penetrate further into this matter. and in the 
consideration of this problem it is weil necessary to keep in mind that 
the substitution of the point lattice for the real continuous field of motion. 
which substitution enables us to use the N-dimensional ; -space. introduces 
an artificial element in our reasoning. i.e. the magnitude of the spacing 
E between adjacent points. The following argument can perhaps make 
clear what is the meaning of th is element: LIOUVILLE's theorem would 
be true for the set of points in the ; -space. if the following equation 
could be proved : • 

(16) 

wh ere ;k represents the component along the ;k-axis of the velocity of 
a point in the ; -space. considered as a function of its position. while 
the summation has to be extended over all coordinates of that point. 
Translating this into hydrodynamical terms: ~k denotes the value of 
o 'l'lot at a given point of the lattice in the field of flow. whereas the 
diffe~entiation according to ;k means that we have to compare this value 
of a 'l'lot with that existing at the same point. wh en in this point (and 
in this point only) the stream function has been increased by a certain 
amount. In trying to effectuate this comparison with the aid of the 
hydrodynamical equations. we immediately see that in a continuous field 

I) E . TREFFTZ. Zu den Grundlagen der Schwingungstheorie, Mathem. Ann. 95. p. 307, 

1925. 
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the question has no meaning unless it be specified what is the extent 
of the area over which '1' has to be increased. 

Whether this difficulty is a realor only an apparent one. I cannot 
say.1) One other point may be mentioned. however. When in connection 
with the idea expressed at the end of § I. we for a moment negleet the 
viseosity. and consider the motion of an ideal fluid between absolutely 
smooth walls. uninfluenced by external forces. then it seems th at formula 
(I6) will hold. A demonstration. though it is not an exact one. might be 
framed as follows: Using u. v. C now to denote quantities relating to 
the real motion. we have the relations: 

oC oC oC 
6'1'=-t,. -=-u--v-ot ox oy (17) 

Let G be GREEN's function for the space bet ween the walls; then 
we may express '1' by the integral (e being a constant): 

'1'=ey + JJ G (x, y; x', y/). C (x', y/) dx' dy'. 

from which follows: 

fJ 'G ( 1 ') oC d I d I • x, y; x ,y . at x y (18) 

We translate th is integral into a summation over the points of the 
lattice, and at the same time express all quantities occurring in (17) by 
difference formulae of the type of equations (7). The function G changes 
into a set of numbers gkl; in this case gkk is finite. In this way (18) 
changes into: 

where Z, is aquadratic function of the values of the (s at a certain 
group of points, situated around the point l. Every term occurring in 
Z consists of the product of two linear factors. each containing only 
di{ferenees of the values of (s. Hence in calculating the derivative with 
respect to ~k we shall get only terms containing such differences in the 
first degree. Now in making up the sum ~ o~klMk over all va lues of k. 

I) As might be inftrred from the circumstance that the REYNOLDS' number must he 

sufficiently high. the question wi\l be connected with the problem of the stability of the 
turbulent motion, which has been considered by va rio us authors (comp. f.i. F. NOETHER, 

Zeitschr. f. ang . Math . u. Mech. 1. p . 125, 1921). and about which opinions still have 
not been settled. It has been supposed that the case of a Huid, moving between IIxed 
walls under the action of a pressure gradient (or of gravity, when the How is directed 
downwards), gives a better chance for a stabIe turbulent motion, than the case considered 
hert'. The formulae of § 2 can be extended to th is case also; the principal change occurs 

in the dissipation condition . 
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it seems to be possible on account of the fact that we consider a closed 
channel. making use further of the properties 

to prove th at all terms cancel. I) 
In the case of an ideal Huid this property may be accepted as a justi~ 

fication for taking the stream function as a basis for the determination 
of the probability, without trying to seek for a kind of canonical variables, 
and for assuming that the volumes of all cells in the ~~space must be 
equal. 2) In doing the same thing for the case of a viscous fluid. it is 
possible of course that we assign too great a probability to states of 
motion which are damped so soon by the viscosity that they practically 
speaking never occur; however. as the dissipation condition already 
prevents a frequent occurrence of such states. we may preserve the hope 
that calculations based on this assumption will not be altogether useless. 

3. Calculation of the most probable distribution. 
By the application of STIRLINO's formula we get the weil known 

approximation for the Iogarithm of (14) : 

19 W c--:: . - 2,' n 19 M = - M Iv 19 l' • (19) 

The quantities J' have to satisfy the equations (9) and (13), An arbitrary 
variation of one of the 1"S with the amount ÓJ' produces in (9) the variation : 

b l ' • (a) 

for which, using the abbreviation : 

2~~ .; f V tk'(() - 2 ~ V tk (n + R-I = !Pk 
- , 

(20) 

I) Another deductlon will be given in Part 11. (Note added in the proof). 
2) The question whether it is possible to make use of canonical variables, however, 

still deserves attention, though it seems th at the stream function at any rate leads to more 
simple formulae . In the case of the motion in an ideal Huid of parallel rectjlinear vortices, 
the diameters of which are very small compared to their distances, canonical variabies 
can be introduced according to a method developed by KIRCHHOFF and by LAGALLY 

(comp. M. LAGALLY, Sitz. Ber. Münch. Akad. p. 377, 1914). For these coordinates 
L!OUVILLE·s theorem can be proved. In applying statistica I methods now the kinetlc energy 
of the mot ion has to be given. 

28 
Proceedings Royal Acad . Amsterdam. Vol. XXXII. 1929. 
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we may write : 

(b) 

Finally the varia ti on of 19 W becomes : 

b 19 W = - M (lg l' - 1) b v (c) 

In order to arrive at the solution of the maximum problem we have 
to assume that a linear relation exists between the coefficients of bv in 
the expressions (a), (b), (c); hence we get : 

or : 

- fJ ~ (Z\ - Cf'k tk ) 
J' = A e k R . (21 ) 

The quantities u (resp. A) and fJ are constants, the values of which 
have to be determined by substituting the expression (21) in the equations 
(9) and (13). ~J ' will not be convergent unless we suppose fJ > 0; 
whether this condition suffices to en su re the convergence in all circum~ 
stances has to be investigated afterwards. Provisionally we will accept 
th at no difficulties are concealed behind th is question. I) 

The expression (21) in reality is an implicit equation for the v's, as the 
quantities rp k, occurring in the exponent, are a function of them. 

I t is of importance to consider <{ ik in more detail. According to (12) 
and to (4) or (4a) we may write : 

1 

~ l ' tk (~/) = 4 ; 
~, 

; 

2 1::2 2 e2 
- } -- 2' ~ l' th' (t) = - ~ tk' = 2 dg t = 2 (C - R-I); 

L k';' L k ' 

o 

by means of this we get : 

(22) 

In the vicinity of the walls t becomes zero; hence rp will be positive 
here, so that fields of flow, possessing positive values of t in the neighbour~ 
hood of the walls, will be much more frequent than their images with 
respect to x~ or g~axis, with negative values of t . 

.In the more central part of the field on the contrary, t is only slightly 

I) A further investigation of this point leads to acondition for the function 'I', as 
will be shown in Part 11. (Note added in the proof). 
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smaller than C. so that q; becomes small here. It is probable th at q; still 
will be positive. as otherwise fields with negative values of t in th is 
region would be more occurrent than such with positive values. which 

is impossible as the mean value t ought to be positive. If we accept 

this supposition. we must conclude that t < C - t R-I. I) _ 
Another expression for q; may be found by eliminating t with the aid 

of (1); in this way we shall get: 

q;=~(2dU_l) 
R dy 

(23) 

Wh en now we calculate t by means of (12) and (21). we arrive at 
the following equation: 

_ _,dX~zd;)-(2C-R-I-tl(~))l 
tk = A X tk (~) e I ( R ~ (24) 

s 

Here tk (~). ZI (~) . tz(~) represent known functions of the (s; the first 
summation is extended over the ';-space. the second one over the points 
of our lattice in the field of flow. 

The equation represents an integral equation for t; it is of importance 
in the investigation of the resulting field of flow as by the use of (1) 
and (4) we can calculate the distribution of the velacity and the resistance 

coefficient as sa on as t is known. 
We hope to co me back to a discussion of same of the suppositions 

made in this paper in a further communication. 

I) It mlght be supposed that even when ", is negative in the central region. /leids with 
positive values of t may be supported by their parts Iying in the reg ion along the walls. 
This would demand. however. for a coherence in these /leids extending over rather great 
distances. which seems improbable. _ 

As we may conc\ude from (4) that in the central part of the /leid t must be greater 

than C-R- I
• we see that i here is enc\osed between rather narrow limits. 

28* 




